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TOMÁS BLANCO



UNICORN ON THE ISLAND 
Island of the palm tree and the sugarcane flower 
With belt of tumultuous reefs 
And a corolla made of suns. 
Island of love and enamored sea. 

Beneath the wind, blue horses 
With their loose manes; 
And with naked golden coal skin, 
The torso of the dunes. 

Island of the coquis and the careys
With aphrodisiacal belt of foam
And diadem of stars. 
Island of marine love and mesmerized sea.

Beneath the full moons: 
Humid breezes, magical bays, 
Secret forests… 
And the unicorn in the thicket, risen, 
Ready for flight, 
Alert and tense. 



ROUNDABOUT 
Now, 
To make myself the owner of the ineffable air of your attractiveness 
It is no longer necessary for the verb 
To capture and shred the gifts of your graces, 
Secrets and beauties… 

There was a time 
When rhythm, beats, measures, 
Were not enough before your image. 
Through my stubborn senses, I absorbed forms, 
Diminutions, resemblances, movements… 
I could not find words to tell who you were. 
For to capture you and magnify you 
I had more than enough vehemencies
And not enough time and accuracy. 

After years and years 
—or maybe only months, maybe days—
Of having gone into you and having had you in me, 
It is no longer necessary for me to describe you 
—Even your beauty is now immaterial! 
I still want you mine, 
I still have you mine, 
You still continue to be 
—exactly as you are, indescribable—
more than ever, mine.



LONGING 
And then, 
In that never-ending oscillation 
Of the pendulum in which I created you, 
You stood as you were:
A sharp edge of perfume, a categorical womb, 
A smile on the threshold of thought 
And a clamoring gushing of blood… 
…flower of truth, 
Then, 
You were accomplished in your shape—
A deep and naked essence! 
…because we found each other 
When you were not yet as you’ve always been
As you are no longer and yet are 
In that endless back and forth of the pendulum 
In which I created you and in which you discovered yourself. 



FEELING OF SMELL
You have that fleeting and fragile scent, 
Candid, vague, dim and childlike 
Of the remote breath of flowers 
That the stretching and shrinking of the fresh breeze 
Brings and takes, 
Dilutes and encloses
Through the sonorous and mysterious climate 
Of the Antillean night. 
You have the hieratic scent of resins and spices: 
You have the thick and entailed scent of the reef, 
Where ripples break; 
Of the beaches’ golden sand, humid and fugitive, 
Where waves die; 
Of submarine vegetation 
Of aerial water, of seafoam 
Fainted on the rocks and then gathered, 
Pooled in small nests of the grayish corals, 
Where it lies tremulous, warm, proud, 
By the passion of the blond tropical brilliancies. 
Yours is all the scent of integral love! 





ERNESTO CORDERO



VOICE OF THE GÜIRO, Andrés Castro Ríos (1942-2006) 
Puerto Rico, 1967 

I’m the warmth, the pain, the cry of my Antillean land. 
I carry the infinite love of the morning light. 

The morning hides away next to my early cadence.
So do the air, the sun, the hut and the grey kingbird, 
who brings in its beak the voice of Puerto Rico 
and the heart of my essence.



QUESTION, Nimia Vicéns (1914-1998) 
Rome, February 27, 1974 

Where to… 
Where might your glance go after my glance. 

Stripe of pink soil, 
Green stripe of sepia soil, golden soil. 

It’s afternoon. 
Do you hear the bell tower of the old church 
gliding its deep toll beyond the horizon? 

Where does your glance go?



IF YOU WANT TO UNDERSTAND
Words: Juan Antonio Corretjer, Sábana Llana, March 29, 1948 
Music: Rome, 1974 

If you want to understand how I love you, 
Ask me even for Death from Life. 
For you I’ll brave the Elements, 
the Stars and Fortune… 
For today, more than ever, I’m like the product 
of your love, of your kiss, your caress, 
the lit oil paint of your eyes.



MY FIRST VERSE, Ángel Lázaro Machado (1900-1985) 
Puerto Rico, 1976 

My first verse, how did it happen? 
Who knows! Maybe I dreamt it? 
Or did I weep it? Or did I feel it? Or did I think it? 
Or perhaps I never wrote it… 
I don’t know.



OLD MAN PANCHO’S DAUGHTER, Luis Lloréns Torres (1876-1944) 
Rome, 1974 

When in the thicket  
my good gamecock sings 
and the cold of the wee hours of the morning
slips through into the yard; 
when the tame drove of oxen 
wakes up in the corral, 
and the lowing calves 
are heard down below the ranch, 
and old man Pancho’s daughter  
goes to milk the cows; 

That’s when a wild scent, as of jungle 
Comes to my hammock… 
Everything has a deep and wide 
scent of happiness; 
and that scent is given to me 
by the daughter of old man Pancho.





NOEL ALLENDE GOITÍA



STORM 

I live with the breath of your being, aura of dawn. 
I breathe, and the smell of wet soil brings me your scent, 
in the mist over the coffee plantations. 

And when the air runs out, 
and my cheeks are colored with death, 
the mahogany scent of your body 
will bring me the gift of your life.



PEACE 

I will quench my love in the fountain of your 
lips. I will rest my tired soul on your bosom. 

And when your hands attempt a caress and it 
remains suspended in thin air, 
I will close my eyes and wait 
all life long.



ECSTASY

I will steal the ripe fruit of your lips in a 
burning kiss that will leave the sweet 
nectar of your love in my mouth. 

And thusly, inebriated in a flash of 
bright stars and sugar cane blossoms 
in the wind, we will be ours. And in an 
ecstasy of love, our bodies will be an 
instant of eternity. 





NARCISO FIGUEROA

JOSÉ DE DIEGO



THE SPRING 

With the murmurs of its eternal chorus,
springs forth the fountain from the solid boulder… 
The spring (“eye of water”) which, in its dark socket, 
Spills the weeping of an imprisoned cyclops. 

And as the sonorous jet springs up 
Along the wide fence that the enclosure walls, 
In the bottom of the pure water, trembles 
The pink fish with golden stars. 

The spring in its dark socket! 
Rare wonder! Cultured marvel! 
Everyone has the bread of God… 
But only Aguadilla has His water! 



SONG OF THE ROCKS 

There’s a place, on the coast of Aguadilla, 
At the foot of a granite hill 
And a short walk from the holy place 
where the city’s dead sleep: 

A place between the rocks, where is humbled 
The wave that beats against the hard monolith, 
And the murmur, which is constant, the cry, eternal, 
Are heard throughout the sheer shore. 

When, against the deaf roar of the swell, 
The tempests there are broken, 
The wild song vibrates more strongly: 
Because in my town, even the rocks sing!



ISLAND 
(from Songs of Rebellion, 1916)

Amidst a cataclysm, 
terrible and violent, 
An Island nailed its place 
in the abyss. 

For God Himself 
Brought forth the marvel... 
without the consent 
of Imperialism. 

This happened one day 
and it has been observed 
by the dead from the Moon... 

Then there was 
no House, no Senate, 
nor any type of squad.
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